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The 6-billionth baby: designated green scapegoat
The United Nations designated 12 October 1999 as the day on which world population
was estimated to have passed the 6-billion mark. A strong advertising campaign in
North America and Western Europe highlighted this event, stirring anxiety once again
about demographic doom. Despite the fact that global population growth rates are
decliningöin some instances remarkably rapidlyöand that most demographers agree
that the population `explosion' is over, inWestern Anglo culture there is a deep reservoir
of fear about population growth.
In the 20th century, this fear crested in three distinct waves. In the early decades of
the century, demographic demogoguery gave rise to eugenics movements throughout
Europe and North America. Eugenicsöthe `science of race improvement'öproduced
programs to limit the reproduction of designated `undesirables': sterilizations (mostly
female, mostly forced, disproportionately imposed on women of racial and ethnic
minorities), dubious medical and pharmaceutical experimentation, and `removals' of
various kinds (from institutionalization to withholding of medical assistance). Eugenics
was so widely accepted in the United States, for example, that by the 1930s the majority
of US states had passed mandatory sterilization laws (for certain categories of people).
The horrors perpetrated by the Nazi embrace of eugenics brought this era to a close, but
not before considerable damage had been done to many tensöperhaps hundredsöof
thousands of people in the name of population control.
The second wave of population concern in the West was in the 1960s and 1970s,
when a neo-Malthusian resurgence focused on the problems of feeding the world's
billions. Paul Ehrlich, an influential demographic alarmist of this second wave, flatly
pronounced in 1968 that ``The battle to feed all of humanity is over'' (1968, page xi).
Ehrlich's solution was unalloyed population control, with the emphasis on `control'; he
argued that reproduction patterns needed to change, ``...hopefully through changes in
our value system, but by compulsion if voluntary methods fail'' (1968, page xii). The
message of Ehrlich's 1968 The Population Bomböboth the analysis of the problem, and
the proposed solutionöwas echoed and reinforced by a proliferation of academic
studies and popular tracts, including the influential 1972 Club of Rome study, The
Limits to Growth (Meadows and others, 1972). Countervailing analyses of global food
problems drew attention to the`false scarcity'produced by the commodification of food,
and to shortages produced by inequitable distribution of the world's food supplies.
Nonetheless, the `population as problem' argument carried the day and by the early
1970s it was conventional wisdom that population growth was the primary threat to the
world's food supply. The second-wave concern with population catalyzed the develop-
ment of a massive, Western-based population control establishment. The enemy was
clearly defined as fast-breeding races `over there'. Unlike eugenics programs, which
tended to look inwards, the 1970s population ideology emphasized the global nature
of the threat, and particularly the threat to `us' from `them'.While widening the scale of
concern, this`secondwave'ofpopulation concern had a numberof importantideological
and programmatic continuities with earlier eugenics programs: the `othering' of the
problemöespecially a focus on nonwhite, non-European races and places; the construc-
tion of solutions that depended on the manipulation of women's bodies on a mass scale;
and, related to this, reliance on dubious medical and pharmaceutical interventions.
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1990s. This time, population control advocates emerged with a new `green' alliance:
in this third wave, population growth was framed as a threat to the global environ-
ment. Many of the population-control advocates from the second wave were in the
forefront of the third. Paul Ehrlich, who published The Population Bomb in 1968, came
out with The Population Explosion in 1990 (Ehrlich and Ehrlich, 1990); the 1972 The
Limits to Growth was reprised by the 1992 Beyond the Limits (Meadows et al, 1992).
Many radical and fringe environmental groups, who had long advocated a displace-
ment of anthropocentrism, found common cause with the population-control cause.
But, surprisingly, so did many mainstream environmental groups, and population was
suddenly on the agenda of groups from the Sierra Club to the Worldwatch Institute.
In my view, this alliance is deeply troubling for many reasons, the two most worrisome
of which are these: it has produced multiple distortions in environmental analyses, and
has encouraged particularly fuzzy thinking about the causes of environmental stresses;
it gives the progressive imprimatur of environmentalism to the population-control
cause, one which has a troubling heritage of racism and misogyny.
As a geographer, I worry about distortions in scale-based arguments. Much of
the population/environment literature suggests that a high rate of population growth
(a localized phenomenon) is a threat to the global environment. A recent mailing from
the Worldwatch Institute, for example, proclaimed that:
``Our world is more environmentally integrated and more economically interdepend-
ent than ever before. In our integrated world, humanitarian crises, economic
turmoil and environmental catastrophes are spilling over borders.We can no longer
distinguish between `their problems'and `our problems'. THERE ARE ONLY OUR
PROBLEMS'' (1999, emphasis in original).
Another piece of `junk mail' that came across my desk last month (March 2000)
from ``Population Communications International'' (a New-York-based group about
whom I know nothing) states boldly:
``NEWALARM BELLS ARE RINGING. ScienceTimes reported that temperatures
in 1998 shattered global temperature records. The United Nations reported that the
four hottest years on record since 1860 all occurred in the 1990s. THE CULPRIT?
POPULATION GROWTH!''
This easy elision of scale is worrying. In truth, we know that it is not the case that
(localized) high population growth rates are responsible for global environmental
problems.Thebig global environmental problemsötakeyour pick: ozone depletion, acid
rain,chemicalgroundwaterpollution,globalwarmingöarecausedbytheeconomiesand
lifeways of the industrialized West and the affluent few, not the demands of those places
and populations, mostly poor, with the current highest growth rates. The Worldwatch
Institute has it wrong: in this highly integrated and yet highly stratified world, `their'
problems often remain theirs alone, while `our' problems are foisted off on everyone else!
As an environmentalist, I am troubled by the focus on numbers. Population-control
advocates have always relied on the scariness of big numbers (such as the 6-billion
threshold) to carry emotive weight in their arguments. But, the numbers alone do
not contribute much to environmental explanation. What environmental stresses are
imposed by sheer numbers of people? Well, it is hard to say without a more nuanced
analysis. One hundred lentil-eating, bicycle-riding, solar-powered people are going toput
less pressure on the environment than one hundred beef-eating, car-driving, fossil-fuel-
dependent people. There is only the loosest correlation between numbers of people and
environmental stress. An environmental analysis that focuses on population numbers
is largely diversionary. Rather than focus on reducing population, environmentalists
might more profitably focus on reducing the global grip of fossil-fuel industrialization,
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corporate interests of agrochemical conglomerates, or world trade agreements that
eviscerate environmental protections. Some environmental groups are, indeed, focusing
on such issues. Others are not.
As a feminist geographer^environmentalist, I am alarmed by the embrace of
population control by environmentalists. Population control is a blunt instrument
that has been responsible for countless abuses of human rights and women's rights.
For most of this century, women's bodies and the integrity of women's health have been
sacrificed on the altar of population expediency, first for the `betterment of the race',
then to solve the world's food problems, and now in the name of the greater green
good.
Off the top of my head, I can name a half-dozen environmental groups that have a
`population desk', but none that has a `military desk'. The UN called world attention to
the passing of the 6-billion population threshold, but did not mark the day on which
world military expenditures, for instance, exceeded $500 billion. Only in a misogynist
and racist culture does it seem simpleröand a greater priorityöto develop global
programs to intervene in the reproductive behavior of millions of women than it is to
challenge structures of proven environmental destruction.
Joni Seager
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The value of academic labor: what the market has wrought
In this commentary I would like to continue a discussion I brought up last year in this
forum (Mitchell, 1999) on the topic of the corporatization of the university. That
preliminary piece outlined some of the transformations that have occurred and are
occurring in academia as a result of the rapid entry of the corporate world into the
world of the university. It was followed by a recent special issue of Antipode edited by
Sparke and Castree (2000) in the same vein. What I would like to do here is to talk
briefly about some of the experiences of being an academic in this changing environ-
ment. What are some of the effects of the incursion of the market into the intellectual
life of individuals and departments?(1) Much of this discussion will be personal and
anecdotal; my aim is to broaden, deepen, and continue to make public a private
discourse that is currently engrossing many geographers and geography departments
in a number of countries. I believe it is public recognition of the sameness of the
transformations and experiences, as well as some of their differences across space,
that will allow us as a wider community to resist many of the negative ramifications
of structural changes in the academy.
(1) Clearly, as Heyman (1998) shows, the intellectual world of the university has never been
completely separate from market forces. I do believe, however, that the growing power of
neoliberal ideology and practices over the past decade has had a direct repercussion on the
inclusiveness and intensity with which universities have recently become bound up in corporate
partnerships and logics.
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The most deeply felt experience of many academics old and new is a sense that there is
simply no longer enough time in the day to complete even the most basic tasks of
teaching and daily administrative responsibilities. Research and writing are squeezed
into ever-shrinking time modules, at night or in weekend crevices between family,
friends, and household obligations. There are literally scores of variables involved in
this feeling of speed-up, but I suggest that e-mail is one of the prime culprits. In this
sense, Castells's general thesis (for example, 1989) that new technologies have facilitated
the restructuring of capitalism and vice versa, seems to be very pertinent.With the ever-
increasing pressure to produce more and better scholarship, take on more students,
and be better institutional `citizens' (that is, do more service work), combined with the
immediacy of e-mail communication, academics are being coerced into juggling all
aspects of our jobs all of the time. The widening of our contacts, deepening of our
informational access, and the expectations of immediate responses from Internet
communications have made these pressures so intensely compressed that I have often
found myself talking on the phone, answering e-mail on the computer, eating lunch,
and waving hand signals to students at the same time. And this is considered normal.
Even this would be acceptable, in some respects, if it constituted our entire `responsi-
bilities' as academics. However, in fact we are not generally rewarded in terms of our
status in the profession or through financial remuneration from any of these activities.
The very work for which we are most rewarded at a research university, that of
research and publication, is the work for which there is literally no time remaining in
the day. Weeks can go by when I do not even have time to read.
In-fighting
The second experience of change that has struck many departments in recentyears is the
increasing rivalry or the potential for rivalry between faculty members for the paltry
scraps of merit raises that are offered by the university each year. Rather than fight
againstthe narrow-mindedviews oflegislators, whoaremakingcuts inuniversitybudgets
across the USA, and in many regions and provinces in the United Kingdom and Canada,
many administrators of public institutions have devolved the decisionmaking over
shrinking merit payments to the departments themselves. Annual pay increases, which
are often as low as 2% (occasionally they are as low as 0) are increasingly deliberated by
faculty members, who must make decisions as to who is most `meritorious', who is most
`compressed', and who deserves a raise which ends up (at least in my state) at far below
the rising cost of living. Technically speaking (although few faculty members allow
themselves to think this way), for every raise that is given to someone else, there is
less for oneself. And if someone should go `on the market' in order to obtain an outside
offer (the only way actually to get a real raise), the counteroffer funding comes from the
merit pool of one's colleagues. All of this has lead to difficult choices for facultyö
pitting self-interest against the interests of friends and colleagues. And of course because
of the navel-gazing and angst that this may generate, very little consideration is left over
for the larger question, which is why US faculty are being asked to do more, yet are
being paid less in real dollars than we were in 1972 (Academe 2000, page 13).
To make matters even more fraught, this year at the University of Washington a
change in the Faculty Code has meant that merit-pay decisions can be made with every
member of the faculty's salary not just public, but in front of us while we are deliberat-
ing over raises. The chill winds of the money economy, that Simmel (1990) outlined so
persuasively nearly a century ago, now threaten our departmental community in ways
that are difficult to describe. What did that committee you served on actually do?
How much is mentoring a graduate student worth? Aren't you really compressed
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for the good of our department. But for how long?
Competition
Owing to new kinds of `ratings'systems, in which departments are compared with others
and then awarded a certain number of stars or a numerical ranking or some other
system of measurement, many geography departments are being propelled towards
increasingly competitive behavior with their peer institutions. Because the stakes are
becoming so high vis-a © -vis these rankings, with numerous incentives for those ranked
`highest', and with correspondingly worse situations for departments ranked at the
bottom, this competition is also becoming increasingly bitter as the years press on.
Individuals within departments agitate with editors for earlier publication slots so that
their department can show off a certain number of publications in a given year (and thus
get a high `research' star). Departments vie with others for funding. In some cases, this
involves altering research interests or questions or teaching styles in a manner that allows
them to seem more `accountable' to funding sourcesöthe word `accountable' being one
of the current business buzzwords that has slipped into the academy and is now
ubiquitous (Readings, 1996). Institutions become known (and despised) as cherry-
pickers, or alas, as is the case with my university, places that are ripe for cherry-picking.
Salaries are generally so low here that other universities, even other public universities,
scan the ranks of junior faculty, consistently scooping up the potential academic stars
like so many diamonds out of a field. Departments struggle to train and mentor junior
scholars and to build a culture of community and shared interests, only to have their
new colleagues disappear after four or five years. For a number of reasons, including
capable and caring leadership, our department has been spared these ravages. But
again, for how long?
Valuing scholarship
How much is your labor worth? There have always been scholars who are judged by
their peers as outstanding, and who have rightfully (in my opinion) been offered large
honoraria and various perks for sharing their work. However, this informal hierarchy
of the past seems to be crystallizing into a somewhat more rigid and ungenerous
multitracked `star' system in the present. This system is quickly becoming one where
tenure-track faculty are given a brief moment to strut and fret on the academic stage in
the effort to show their productive worth. They are given a chance to prove star quality
and, if they succeed, they are offered incentives (such as reduced teaching loads,
summer research funding, research assistance, etc) to continue producing value.
Scholars who can maintain the right value production can stay on this train for
some time, at least until they have a dry spell or research that no longer appeals to a
wide audience. For tenure-track faculty who are `meritorious'enough to obtain tenure,
but who are not perceived as stars, the number of students taught, courses prepared
and given, and administrative work mushroom considerably, and increase with each
passing year. Once on this particular track, it is difficult to find the time to write
papers and grant proposals that would enable the leap on (or back on) to the `star'
train. For non-tenure-track faculty, the system is far worse.
There have always been hierarchies in scholarship. However, it seems to me that the
tiers between scholars are becoming more inflexible, and are becoming institutional-
ized in new kinds of ways. Because universities are now operating on a market-based
logic more than ever before, they must seek to keep prices down for low-valued labor,
while at the same time retaining highly valued labor. This has meant extremely low
compensation for non-tenure-track lecturers and other part-time faculty, severe com-
pression for tenured faculty not perceived as `stars', and market-based rates for those
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universities will often make them counter offers and pay them high salaries, thereby
greatly increasing the financial polarization between colleagues. Thus all scholarship
is accorded a certain value and monetarily rewarded by the university based on a
perception of market relations, and individual scholars are quickly tracked in an
increasingly rigid, tiered system which helps to perpetuate the original tracking itself.
The tiered nature of scholarship is further exacerbated by market entry in the ways
that abstract (academic) labor, defined as ``socially necessary labor time'' (Capital
volume 1, page 39; quoted in Harvey, 1982, page 15) both obliterates the production
context, and encourages quantitative rather than qualitative measures of value. Para-
phrasing from Harvey (1982, pages 14^15), if it takes one year to write two articles on
average, then the abstract labor embodied in those two articles is one year no matter
whether it takes the individual 6 weeks or 6 years to write them. In a waged economy,
the concrete relations involved in the material production of those articles are annihi-
lated; the `going market price' for academic labor is two articles per year, and the
specific relations of production in which an individual academic works are irrelevant.
In this way, individuals who are not on the `star' train, or who are laboring in non-
tenure-track environments, in `demoted' departments, and in community colleges with
high teaching loads and large administrative duties, become almost irrevocably locked
into a lower status and lower financial position throughout their careers. The pressures
this places on people to produce and to compete with others is palpable.
Similarly, scholars doing nontraditional work, or whose work entails lengthy
research, or any other deviation from the norm, where the labor embodied in their
work is not commensurate with the distillation of all labor, may also be quickly driven
from the field, or disciplined in the form and quantity of their value production.
Moreover, the actual use value of their scholarship, its contributions to the project of
critical thinking and learning, becomes evermore eclipsed as the logic of exchange
abstracts the value of the work into that slight and contentless thing called excellence.
This does not even begin to address the problems of `difference' located in the body of
Homo academicus herself or himself, as discussed so persuasively by Roberts (2000,
pages 239 ^ 241).
All of these forms of valuing academic labor within the corporatized university
produce new kinds of pressures as well as potentially changing the nature of scholarship
itself. Furthermore, many junior academics have been caught in the shifting gears of this
inbetween moment, where the image of the renaissance scholar plunged deep in the
bowels of the Bodleian library, emerging only when truth has been found, confronts
the expectations of abstract labor as the measure of value. As young scholars prepare
for the dreaded moment of tenure time, they ask again and again, ``just how many
publications do I need?'' But the answer is never forthcoming. It remains elusive,
because the ideology has not caught up with the present realities, and affixing a number
to anyone's record sullies the revered image of quality and scholarliness. It is only after
tenure has been denied that the word comes down, ``the record was too short''.
Plagiarism, the public secret
The above discussion bears directly on the question of plagiarism in the academy.
In the last week alone I have been called by two separate scholars to talk about cases
of plagiarism that they have discovered and must adjudicate. They called me partly
because they know I was plagiarized in a serious way a few years agoöa case that
was resolved to my satisfaction and that I thus allowed to remain private. In recent
years I have listened to and advised many others about cases of plagiarism as wellöall
involving either faculty or graduate students. The issue has become so rife, in fact, that
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story of work that has been stolen or the story of a friend whose work has been stolen.
Being plagiarized is a truly terrible feeling. As one friend put it, it is like being erased.
For anyone who has ever been plagiarized, requests for conference papers provoke an
agonizing decision of whether or not to share work that is, to a very great degree,
vulnerable. The component of sharing work, critical to the use value of academic labor,
is under attack because of its potential loss as exchange value through the process of
plagiarism. To share work is to participate in a community of scholars and to produce
knowledge in an explicitly communal endeavor. Anxieties about loss of recognition,
and the potential loss of exchange value through the erasure of plagiarism, slows this
participation and ultimately threatens the fabric of the community.
The question remains, however, as to whether or not plagiarism is actually increas-
ing and, if so, if it is connected with the restructuring of intellectual life in the context
of the corporatization of the academy. I believe it is for the following reasons: first,
plagiarism is definitely easier than it has ever been in the past. Owing to the electronic
technologies mentioned earlier, it is possible to take the work of another with a simple
downloading of a document, and a cut and paste function of a word processor. It is
so easy, in fact, that undergraduates seem to be having an increasingly difficult time
even distinguishing what plagiarism is. Second, and more importantly, the speed-up of
the academic world is so great now, that many people are taking `short-cuts' that they
might have avoided in the past. Often plagiarism consists of a couple of sentences or a
paragraph that is `borrowed' from someone else's work. The person rationalizes that
they could have thought of this and written it just as well, if only they had had enough
time. Third, and even more importantly, the emphasis on individual achievement and
individual production for exchange is so pervasive that, whatever sense of academic
community there once was, seems to be fast disappearing. There seems to be a growing
beggar thy neighbor sense, an unhealthy competitiveness that has pushed people over
the edge of acceptable practices and into the world of solipsistic and narcissistic
behavior.
I don't wish to sound nostalgically naive hereöone has just to read Watson's (1968)
account of the race to discover the structure of DNA to realize that academics have
often been loners, egotists, and fiercely competitive individuals. Nevertheless, and I
open this up for general comment, does it not seem that the tremendous pressures on
scholars to `publish or perish', to become `academic stars', to `produce at all costs', and
`to produce for the market' have created a lifeworld highly conducive to what might be
rationalized as `minor' infractions, like plagiarism?
In this commentary I have discussed just a few of the experiences that I have felt in
my seven years of work as a geography professor. My sense is one of time^space
compression, of intense competition, and of an insistent pressure to produce academic
value. I read these experiences as related to a shifting discourse and practice of
university life and the academic world in a context of neoliberalism and corporatiza-
tion. But I recognize that those who are new to anything tend to see their moment of
arrival as one of difference and extraordinariness. I would greatly welcome comments
by older academics who have been around this game for some time. Have there been
changes in the last few years? Is the `experience' of academia different now? Are there
alternative factors I am missing? I believe these issues are worthy of greater delibera-
tion, because if we are indeed in a moment of crisis, as my own experience suggests,
then we must make this crisis public and not continue to grieve and whine privately to
friends about the changing tenor and quality of our lives.
Katharyne Mitchell
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